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LGNplays essential roles in asymmetric cell divisions
via its N-terminal TPR-motif-mediated binding to
mInsc and NuMA. This scaffolding activity requires
the release of the autoinhibited conformation of
LGN by binding of Gai to its C-terminal GoLoco
(GL) motifs. The interaction between the GL and
TPR motifs of LGN represents a distinct GL/target
binding mode with an unknown mechanism. Here,
we show that two consecutive GL motifs of LGN
form a minimal TPR-motif-binding unit. GL12 and
GL34 bind to TPR0–3 and TPR4–7, respectively.
The crystal structure of a truncated LGN reveals
that GL34 forms a pair of parallel a helices and binds
to the concave surface of TPR4–7, thereby prevent-
ing LGN from binding to other targets. Importantly,
the GLs bind to TPR motifs with a mode distinct
from that observed in the GL/Gai$GDP complexes.
Our results also indicate that multiple and orphan
GL motif proteins likely respond to G proteins with
distinct mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
Asymmetric cell division (ACD) is a fundamental process to
generate cellular diversity during animal development (Cowan
and Hyman, 2004; Go¨nczy, 2008; Knoblich, 2010; Morrison
and Kimble, 2006; Neumu¨ller and Knoblich, 2009; Siller and
Doe, 2009). In ACD, cells establish a polarity axis to coordinate
the polarized distribution of cell-fate determinants and orienta-
tion of the mitotic spindle, giving rise to two daughter cells with
different cell fates. In mammals, an evolutionarily conserved
protein complex, NuMA-LGN-Gai (orthologs in Drosophila:
Mud-Pins-Gai; orthologs in C. elegans: Lin5-GPR1,2-Ga), func-
tions in a receptor-independent G protein signaling pathway to
orient the mitotic spindle along the polarity axes of cells
(Bowman et al., 2006; Couwenbergs et al., 2007; Izumi et al.,Structure 21, 102006; Park and Rose, 2008; Siller et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2006).
Through the interaction between the NuMA-LGN-Gai complex
and dynein, cortical localized dynein will then generate a pulling
force on astral microtubules to move toward the minus end of
microtubules, thus aligning the mitotic spindle with the cellular
polarity axis (Couwenbergs et al., 2007; Kotak et al., 2012;
Merdes et al., 1996; Nguyen-Ngoc et al., 2007; Siller and Doe,
2008; Siller et al., 2005;Williams et al., 2011; Yingling et al., 2008).
Recent studies have shown that a receptor-independent G
protein signaling pathway plays essential roles in regulating the
mitotic spindle positioning in different model systems. Unlike
the canonical G protein signaling pathway, which is activated
by the G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR), the receptor-
independent G protein signaling pathway in ACD is regulated
by the cytosolic GoLoco (GL)-motif-containing protein LGN
(Pins in Drosophila and GPR1,2 in C. elegans). The scaffold pro-
tein LGN contains eight N-terminal tetratricopeptide (TPR)motifs
and four C-terminal GL motifs. Each of the four GL motifs can
bind to heterotrimeric G-protein subunit Gai$GDP independent
of each other and with high affinity (Parmentier et al., 2000;
Schaefer et al., 2000, 2001). Binding of LGN to Gai$GDP can
compete with Gbg heterodimer, thus triggering the noncanonical
G-protein signaling pathway (Yu et al., 2006). Recent bio-
chemical and structural data further show that LGN can also
act as a guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitor (GDI) (Jia
et al., 2012; McCudden et al., 2005).
Binding of LGN to Gai$GDP activates not only the nonca-
nonical G protein signaling pathway but also LGN itself. LGN
was found to function as a conformational switch via intramolec-
ular interactions between its TPR motifs and GL motifs (Du and
Macara, 2004; Nipper et al., 2007; Smith and Prehoda, 2011).
Gai$GDP bound to LGN GLmotifs may release the autoinhibited
conformation, promoting binding of the N-terminal TPRmotifs to
their targets, including NuMA and mInsc. It was shown that Mud
(Drosophila ortholog of NuMA) and Gai bind to Pins (Drosophila
ortholog of LGN) cooperatively, thus completely opening the
autoinhibited conformation of Pins (LGN) (Du and Macara,
2004; Nipper et al., 2007). Biochemical study of the Pins intramo-
lecular interaction demonstrated that not all three GL motifs are
involved in the intramolecular interactions (Nipper et al., 2007). In07–1017, June 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1007
Figure 1. The LGN C-Terminal GL Motifs
Form Two Pairs of GL Motif Tandems, Each
Capable of Binding to the N-terminal TPR
Motifs
(A) Schematic diagram of the domain organization
of LGN.
(B) ITC-based binding affinities of various GL-motif
fragments for TPR0–7 (residues 15–350). Note that
two GL motifs connected in tandem (i.e., GL12 or
GL34) can bind to TPR0–7, whereas individual GL
motifs show no detectable binding to TPR0–7.
(C–E) Examples of ITC titration curves for the
bindings between GL34 and TPR0–7 (C), GL12 and
TPR0–7 (D), and GL2 and TPR0–7 (E).
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Autoinhibited Conformation of LGNcontrast, all of the four LGN GL motifs were reported to be
required for the interaction with N-terminal TPR motifs (Du and
Macara, 2004). Thus, the activity of LGN and Pins may be differ-
entially regulated due to the difference of their GL numbers.
However, understanding of the regulation mechanism of this
conformational switch is far from complete. It is not clear how
GL motifs couple with TPR motifs in LGN or Pins and how the
binding of Gai$GDP to GL motifs triggers the release of their
autoinhibited conformation.
Combining biochemical and structural approaches, we have
dissected the interaction between TPR motifs and GL motifs
of LGN and found that each of the two tandem GL motifs
(GL12, GL34) forms a minimal TPR-motif-binding module. The
structure of a truncated LGN (TPR2–7-GL34) solved here re-
veals the molecular mechanism underlying the autoinhibition
of LGN. We demonstrate that the binding of Gai$GDP to LGN
can release the autoinhibited conformation of LGN and enhance
the binding of TPR motifs to NuMA. We further show that
multiple GL motifs bind to TPR motifs with a mode distinctly
different from that observed for the single GL motif binding to
Gai$GDP, which indicates that multiple GL motifs are likely to
respond to the G protein signaling pathway with a distinct
mechanism.1008 Structure 21, 1007–1017, June 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedRESULTS
A Pair of GL Motifs Connected
in Tandem Forms a Minimal
TPR-Motif-Binding Unit
The C-terminal region of LGN contains
four GL motifs (Figure 1A), each of which
can bind to Gai,GDP with a Kd 50–
100 nM (Jia et al., 2012; McCudden
et al., 2005). The eight TPR motifs
(TPR0–7, amino acids [aa] 15–350) of
LGN are responsible for its binding to
NuMA and mInsc (Culurgioni et al., 2011;
Yuzawa et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011). To
understand the molecular mechanism of
the autoinhibition of LGN, we set out to
characterize in detail the biochemical
bases of the interactions between the
TPR motifs and GL motifs using various
highly purified fragments of LGN (Figures
1B–1E). Unexpectedly, none of the indi-vidual GL motifs showed detectable binding to TPR0–7 (Figures
1B and 1E). Instead, a pair of GL motifs arranged in tandem
(GL12 or GL34) showed specific binding to TPR0–7, and GL34
displayed a stronger binding to TPR0–7 than did GL12 (Figures
1B–1D). Extension of GL34 in its N-terminus by inclusion of GL2
did not enhance binding of GL34 to TPR0–7 (Figure 1B), indi-
cating that a pair of GL motifs connected in tandem forms a min-
imal TPR-motif-binding unit. One would expect that the intramo-
lecular interaction between TPR motifs and GL motifs of LGN is
much stronger, given that TPR0–7 can bind to the two isolated
tandemGL pairs (GL12 and GL34) with a Kd ranging from several
to dozens of mM (Figure 1B). We could not perform a direct
biochemical characterization of the interaction between TPR0–7
and GL1–4, as we were unable to obtain high quality GL1–4. As
expected, the linker region (aa 374–479) that connects the TPR
motifs and the GL motifs did not bind to TPR0–7 (Figure 1B).
GL12 and GL34 Bind to TPR0–7 Simultaneously
Having established that GL12 and GL34 can individually bind to
TPR0–7 in trans, we next investigated whether the two GL tan-
dems can bind to TPR0–7 simultaneously. To answer this ques-
tion, we performed a series of quantitative binding competition
assays. We found that the presence of an excess amount of
Figure 2. GL12 and GL34 Can Bind to
TPR0–7 Simultaneously
(A) The top two rows show that the binding of GL12
(or GL34) to TPR0–7 is not affected by the pres-
ence of excess amount of GL34 (or GL12). The
middle two rows show that fusion of GL34 at the C
terminus of TPR0–7 effectively blocks GL34 but
has no impact on GL12 binding to TPR motifs. The
bottom two rows show that fusion of GL12 at the C
terminus of TPR0–7 effectively blocks GL12 but
has no impact on GL34 binding to TPR motifs.
(B–D) ITC-based binding affinities of various LGN
TPR-motif fragments with GL34 (B), with repre-
sentative ITC curves for binding of GL34 to TPR0–4
(C) and GL12 to TPR0–7-GL34 fusion protein (D).
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Autoinhibited Conformation of LGNGL34 (GL34:TPR0–7 molar ratio of 3:1) did not affect the bind-
ing of GL12 to TPR0–7. Conversely, the presence of an excess
amount of GL12 (GL12:TPR0–7 molar ratio of 3:1) had a minor
effect on the binding of GL34 to TPR0–7 (Figure 2A). The above
set of experiments indicates that GL12 and GL34 can bind to
TPR0–7 simultaneously. To further consolidate this conclusion,
we used various fusion constructs to mimic the LGN intramolec-
ular GL/TPR interaction. When TPR0–7was fusedwith GL34, the
resulting fusion protein (TPR0–7-GL34) can bind to GL12 effec-
tively, with a binding affinity a little bit higher than that observedStructure 21, 1007–1017, June 4, 2013 ªfor TPR0–7 alone (Figures 2A and 2D).
This TPR0–7-GL34 fusion protein showed
no detectable interaction with GL34
(Figure 2A), presumably due to a much
stronger intramolecular GL34/TPR0–7
interaction in the fused protein. In parallel,
the TPR0–7-GL12 fusion protein showed
a robust binding to GL34 but not to
GL12 (Figure 2A). These data indicate
that the GL12 and GL34 tandems bind
to different regions of LGN TPR motifs.
To map the exact TPR motifs that are
responsible for binding to GL12 and to
GL34, we produced several LGN frag-
ments containing various TPR motifs.
We found that TPR4–7 (aa 191–350) binds
to GL34 with an affinity comparable to
that of TPR0–7 (Figure 2B). Inclusion of
more TPR motifs (i.e., TPR2–7, aa 89–
350) did not enhance the GL34 binding
affinity of TPR4–7. Additionally, we could
not detect binding between TPR0–3
(aa 15–194) and GL34 by an isothermal-
titration-calorimetry (ITC)-based assay
(Figures 2B and 2C). Considering the
fact that GL12 and GL34 bind to different
regions of TPRmotifs together with all the
mapping data, we propose that GL12
likely binds to the N-terminal half of TPR,
which is consistent with the results from
the mutagenesis experiments shown
below. The finding that each of the two
halves of the LGN TPR-motif unit isresponsible for binding to one of the two GL tandems is consis-
tent with our earlier finding that four TPR motifs of LGN form a
target binding structural unit (Zhu et al., 2011).
Crystal Structure of the TPR2–7/GL34 Complex
To understand the molecular basis underlying GL-mediated
autoinhibition of LGN, we attempted to crystallize the full-length
LGN or complexes formed by various fragments of TPR motifs
with different combinations of GL motifs. Among numerous
combinations tested, we succeeded in obtaining crystals with2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1009
Table 1. Statistics of X-Ray Crystallographic Data Collection and
Model Refinement
Data Collection
Space group P22121
Unit Cell Parameters
a, b, c (A˚) a = 72.213, b = 81.803, c = 106.942
Resolution range (A˚) 50.00–2.80 (2.85–2.80)
No. of unique reflections 16256 (788)
Redundancy 6.9 (6.2)
I/s(I) 21.6 (2.4)
Completeness (%) 99.9 (99.9)
Rmerge (%)
a 8.5 (64.6)
Wilson_B 73.9
Structure Refinementb
Resolution (A˚) 38.0–2.8 (3.0–2.8)
Rcryst
c/Rfree
d (%) 25.1 (23.3)/31.1(32.2)
rmsd bonds (A˚)/angles () 0.008/1.112
No. of Reflections
Working set 15024
Test set 798
Protein atoms 4249
Average B factor (A˚2) 75.4
Ramachandran Plot
Most favored regions (%) 97.4
Additionally allowed (%) 2.6
Generously allowed (%) 0
Numbers in parentheses represent values for the highest-resolution shell.
aRmerge = S jIi  <I>j/SIi, where Ii is the intensity of measured reflection
and <I> is the mean intensity of all symmetry-related reflections.
bRefinement statistics were based on the data for F/s(F) > 2.
cRcryst = SjjFcalcj – jFobsjj/SFobs, where Fobs and Fcalc are the observed
and calculated structure factors.
dRfree = STjjFcalcj – jFobsjj/SFobs, where T is a test data set of about 5%
of the total unique reflections randomly chosen and set aside prior to
refinement.
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Autoinhibited Conformation of LGNsuperior diffractions from a fusion protein in which GL34 was
fused to the C-terminal tail of TPR2–7 (referred to hereafter as
TPR2–7-GL34). The TPR2–7-GL34 structure was solved by
molecular replacement using the structure of LGN-TPR4–7/
mInsc as the search model (Zhu et al., 2011) (Table 1). Each
asymmetric unit contains two copies of TPR2–7-GL34 that are
covalently linked by two intermolecular disulfide bonds formed
between Cys117 from aB of TPR2 and Cys597 from GL3 (Fig-
ure S1 available online). Given that TPR2 of LGN is not required
for binding to GL34 (Figure 2), the observed intermolecular disul-
fide bond is likely to be a crystallization artifact. Nonetheless,
formation of this disulfide bondmight have facilitated the crystal-
lization of TPR2–7-GL34, as we were not able to obtain crystals
for other constructs (e.g., TPR4–7-GL34).
Except for the N-terminal 20 amino acids of TPR2–7 (residues
91–109, corresponding to aA of TPR2; Zhu et al., 2011), two
amino acids connecting TPR2–7 and GL34, and a few residues
in the aA/aB-linker of TPR motifs, the rest of the protein is well
resolved (Figures 3A and S3). The conformation of the TPR mo-1010 Structure 21, 1007–1017, June 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All ritifs in TPR2–7-GL34 is very similar to that of the corresponding
TPR motifs in the LGN-TPR0–7/NuMA complex structure (rmsd
0.98 A˚; Figure S2A). Entirely consistent with the biochemical
data shown in Figures 1 and 2, GL3 and GL4 interact with each
other to form an integral structural unit (i.e., the GL34 tandem),
within which each motif (GL3 and GL4) forms an a-helix and
the two helices are arranged in a parallel manner (Figures 3A
and S3B). The GL34 tandem makes direct contact with the
concave surface of TPR5–7 (Figures 3A and 3B). There is no con-
tact between TPR23 and GL34. Except for a hydrogen bond
between Y206 in TPR4 and E622 in GL4, no direct interaction
between TPR4 and GL34 can be observed, suggesting that
TPR4 likely functions to maintain the structural integrity of
TPR4–7.
The interactions between TPR5–7 and GL34 are mediated by
hydrophobic as well as polar interactions between conserved
residues from both TPR motifs and the GL motifs (Figures 3B,
4E, and S3A). The highly conserved hydrophobic residues
Phe624, Leu627, and Ile628 from GL4 interact with Ile246 and
Phe247 from TPR5 and Thr286 and Leu287 from TPR6 (Figures
3B and S3A). Phe591, Leu594, and Val595 from GL3, Phe625
and Leu629 from GL4, and Trp319 from TPR7 form the second
hydrophobic core of the complex. In addition to these hydro-
phobic interactions, extensive charge-charge and hydrogen-
bonding interactions also contribute to the interaction between
TPR5–7 and GL34 (Figures 3B and S3A). For example, the highly
conserved Arg316 from TPR7-aA and Tyr279 from TPR6-aA
form extensive hydrogen bonds with Asp587 and Asp589 from
GL3 and Asp623 from GL4. Arg236 from TPR5-aA forms a salt
bridge with Asp621 from GL4. It is noted that the majority of
the GL34-interacting residues from TPR5–7 (e.g., Ile246,
Phe247, Leu287, and Arg316) are also found to be critical for
LGN to bind to NuMA or mInsc (Culurgioni et al., 2011; Yuzawa
et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2011), explaining how the GL-motif-
mediated autoinhibited conformation of LGN can prevent
NuMA or mInsc from binding.
We performed a series of mutagenesis experiments to verify
the validity of the interactions observed from the structure of
TPR2–7-GL34. We scanned through the entire concave surface
of TPR0–7 by mutating the absolutely conserved Asn residues in
the ‘‘Leu-Gly_Asn’’-motif in the aB helix of each TPR motif. As
shown in Figure 3C, substitutions of each Asn in TPR1–3
(Asn63 in TPR1, Asn103 in TPR2, and Asn143 in TPR3) with
Glu had no impact on binding of GL34 to TPR0–7. In contrast,
substitution of Asn283 in TPR6 and Asn323 in TPR7 with Glu
invariably impaired TPR0–7 from binding to GL34. Similarly, sub-
stitutions of two conserved charged residues in TPR0–3 (Lys96
in TPR2 and Arg136 in TPR3) with Ala had no impact on the
TPR0–7/GL34 interaction, whereas substitution of Asp310,
which is in TPR7-aA and forms a hydrogen bond with Thr618
in the linker between GL3 and GL4, with Ala completely disrup-
ted the interaction between TPR0–7 and GL34 (Figures 3B and
3C). Additionally, substitution of Phe591 from GL3 or Phe624
from GL4 with Glu also completely abolished binding of GL34
to TPR0–7 (Figure 3C), as both Phe residues are in the hydropho-
bic interface between TPR2–7 and GL34 (Figure 3B and S3A).
Finally, we used a NuMA peptide to validate the structure of
TPR2–7-GL34 further. According to our previous study of the
LGN-TPR0–7/NuMA complex (Zhu et al., 2011), a shorterghts reserved
Figure 3. Crystal Structure of the LGN TPR2–
7-GL34 Fusion Protein
(A) Ribbon diagram representation of TPR2–7-
GL34. TPR motifs are colored gold, GL3 is purple,
GL4 is magenta, the linker between GL3 and GL4 is
green, and the linker between TPRmotifs and GL34
is gray.
(B) Stereo view showing the interaction details
between TPR2–7 and GL34. Dotted lines denote
hydrogen bonds and salt bridge interactions. The
double Arg-finger of GL3 and GL4 is colored cyan,
where the side chain of the second Arg inGL4 could
not observed in the crystal.
(C) Summary of the quantitative binding constants
between various forms of TPR0–7 and GL34 frag-
ments used to verify the interaction between
TPR0–7 and GL34 observed in the TPR2–7-GL34
structure. All quantitative binding affinities were
derived from ITC-based titration assays.
See also Figures S1–S3.
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Autoinhibited Conformation of LGNNuMA peptide (aa 1,896–1,912, referred to as the NuMA_C pep-
tide) binds to LGN TPR0–3. Thus, the NuMA_C peptide binding
region and the GL34-binding region on LGN TPR motifs do not
overlap with each other (Figures S2A–S2C). Consistent with
this structural analysis, the interaction between NuMA_C pep-
tide with TPR0–7 was not obviously influenced by the presence
of an excess amount of GL34 (Figure S2D). Conversely, the inter-
action between TPR0–7 with GL34 was only marginally influ-
enced by the presence of the NuMA_C peptide (Figure S2E).
GL/TPR Motif Interactions versus GL/Gai$GDP
Interactions
It is well known that GL motifs bind to the GDP-bound form Ga
subunit of the heterotrimeric G proteins and function as GDIs
(Willard et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2005). Comparison of the struc-
tures of GL/GaiGDP complexes (Jia et al., 2012; Kimple
et al., 2002) with that of LGN TPR2–7-GL34 reveals two distinct
target-binding modes of GL motifs (Figure 4). All GL motifs
contain a stretch of 20 continuous and highly conserved resi-
dues (Jia et al., 2012; Peterson et al., 2000; Siderovski et al.,
1999) (also see Figure 4E). Each individual GL motif can bind to
Gai$GDP with a binding affinity in the range of tens to hundreds
of nM (Jia et al., 2012; Kimple et al., 2002). In the GL/Gai$GDP
complexes, the N-terminal half of the conserved 20-residue GL
motif typically forms an a-helix and binds to the Ras-like domain
of Gai mainly via hydrophobic interactions (Figures 4A and 4D).
The two Arg residues in the second half of the GL motif (the
so-called ‘‘double Arg-finger’’ [Jia et al., 2012], Arg635 and
Arg640 in GL4 shown in Figure 4D) are chiefly responsible for
binding to GDP from Gai and thus are essential for the GL/
Gai$GDP interaction, which is different from the RGS14GLmotif,Structure 21, 1007–1017, June 4, 2013in which only one Arg is necessary to
stabilize GDP (Jia et al., 2012; Kimple
et al., 2002). LGN TPR motifs do not bind
to GDP. Correspondingly, the ‘‘double
Arg-finger’’ sequence of either GL3 or
GL4 does not participate in the LGN
TPR-motif binding (Figure 3B, 4A, and
4C). There are no direct charge-chargeinteractions or hydrogen bonds observed for these Arg residues
in the crystal packing surfaces (data not shown).The residues
that are responsible for GL/TPR motifs binding in both GL3
andGL4 are concentrated in theN-terminal half of the 20-residue
GL motif (Figure 4C). As in the GL/Gai$GDP complexes, the
N-terminal halves of GL3 and GL4 in LGN TPR2–7-GL34 also
adopt a-helical structure and bind to the TPR motifs mainly via
hydrophobic interactions (Figure 4C). Two GL motifs connected
in tandem are required to form a stable complex with TPRmotifs,
presumably compensating for the binding energy corresponding
to the ‘‘double Arg-finger’’/GDP interaction in the GL/Gai$GDP
complexes. In addition, the N-terminal conserved negatively
charged residues of GL motifs also play a role in binding to
TPR motifs. The GL3 a-helix is shorter than the GL4 a-helix in
LGN TPR2–7-GL34 (Figures 4A–4C). It is possible that the forma-
tion of the intermolecular disulfide bond between TPR2–7-GL34
fusion proteins might have contributed to the early termination of
the GL3 a-helix at Cys597 (Figure S1).
Mapping the Binding Site of GL12 on TPR0–7
None of our efforts to obtain crystal structures of the GL12/TPR-
motif complexes or TPR-GL12 fusion proteins were successful.
To obtain a more complete picture of the intramolecular interac-
tion of LGN, we characterized the GL12/TPR interaction by point
mutations under guidance of the TPR2–7-GL34 structure and the
sequence alignment between GL12 and GL34 (Figure 5A). As
observed in the TPR2–7-GL34, substitution of the conserved
Phe residues in the N-terminal half of GL1 (Phe487) or GL2
(Phe539) with Glu abolished the interaction between GL12 and
TPR0–7 (Figures 5A and 5B). Substitution of Lys96 in TPR2-aA
with Ala dramatically decreased the binding of TPR0–7 toª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1011
Figure 4. Mode of GL34 Binding to LGN TPR
Motifs Is Distinct from that of Binding
between GL and Ga
(A) Ribbon diagram representation comparing the
interactions between GL34 and TPR and GL4 and
Ga (PDB code 4G5Q) by superimposing GL4 from
the two complex structures.
(B) Comparison of conformations of GL motifs in
TPR2–7-GL34 and in the GL/Ga complexes. Note
that each GL motif in the GL/Ga complexes con-
tains several residues that directly bind to GDP
from Ga, whereas the binding of the GL34 tandem
to LGN TPR motifs does not involve GDP.
(C and D) Surface representations showing the
interaction details of the GL34/TPR2–7 interface
(C) and the GL4/Ga interface (D). In this presen-
tation, the hydrophobic residues are drawn in
yellow, positively charged residues in blue, nega-
tively charged residues in red, and the rest in gray.
(E) Structure-based sequence alignment of GL34
of LGN from different species. The conserved and
highly conserved residues are colored in red and
green, respectively. Residues involved in binding
to Ga are indicated by asterisks, and residues
involved in binding to TPR motifs are indicated by
red triangles.
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Autoinhibited Conformation of LGNGL12, and further substitution of Arg136 in TPR3-aA with Ala
(K96, R136A) totally disrupted the TPR0–7/GL12 complex forma-
tion, suggesting that TPR motifs 2 and 3 are required for GL12
binding (Figures 5B and 5C). Additionally, substitution of
Arg221 in TPR4-aB and Arg236 in TPR5-aA with Ala or Asn203
in TPR4-aA with Glu also abolished the interaction between
TPR0–7 and GL12, suggesting that TPR4 and TPR5 are involved
in GL12 binding (Figures 5B and 5C). As expected, mutation of
residues from TPR6 (Asn283) or TPR7 (Asp310) had no impact
on the interaction between TPR0–7 and GL12 (Figure 5B). The
above biochemical data, together with the structural details of
the TPR4–7/GL34 interaction, suggest that TPR2–4 are primarily
responsible for binding to GL12 (Figure 5C). We propose that,
analogous to the TPR4–7/GL34 interaction, GL2 and GL1 mainly
bind to theTPR23andTPR34 fragments, respectively (Figure5C).
Based on our biochemical data and structure-based analysis, we
made the GL12 model, docked this model into TPR motifs, and,
finally, made a schematic model structure of the fully autoinhi-
bited LGN (Figure 5D). It is noted that the TPR motifs and the
GL motifs of LGN are not arranged in a simple head-to-tail
fashion, as assumed in previous studies (Du and Macara, 2004;1012 Structure 21, 1007–1017, June 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedNipper et al., 2007). Instead, the GL12
and GL34 tandems occupy the N- and
C-terminal halves, respectively, of the
TPR-motif sequence (Figure 5D).
Because the TPR motifs of LGN form a
superhelical topology (Culurgioni et al.,
2011; Yuzawa et al., 2011; Zhu et al.,
2011; Figure 5D), the distance between
the end of TPR7-aB and the GL1-binding
region on TPR34 is quite small. Addition-
ally, the linker region connecting the TPR
motifs and the GL motifs contains 120
residues that are mainly unstructured (our unpublished data).
Therefore, the head-to-head interaction between the TPRmotifs
and the GL motifs of LGN shown in Figure 5D is feasible.
The Intramolecular Interaction of LGN Modulates the
Intermolecular Interactions in the NuMA/LGN/Gai
Complex
Previous studies showed that the closed conformation of LGN
(Pins) can regulate its interaction with NuMA (Mud) through Gai
(Du and Macara, 2004; Nipper et al., 2007). Here, we character-
ized this regulation in more detail. First, the interaction between
NuMA (aa 1886–1958) and the full-length LGN was assayed in
the absence and presence of Gai,GDP. Both analytical gel-
filtration-chromatography- and ITC-based assays showed
that the LGN/NuMA binding is marginal without the presence
of Gai,GDP (Figures 6A, 6B, and 6D). In contrast, in the pre-
sence of four molar-equivalent amounts of Gai,GDP (i.e.,
LGN:NuMA:Gai,GDP = 1:1:4), NuMA was able to form a stable
complex with LGN (Figures 6A, 6B, and 6E). The apparent
weaker bindingofNuMA to the LGN/Gai,GDPmixture (Figure 6E)
than the same NuMA to TPR0–7 (Figure 6C) is presumably due to
Figure 5. Mapping the Binding Site of GL12
on TPR0–7
(A) Amino acid sequence alignment of GL12 of LGN
from different species. The GL12 sequence is also
aligned with that of GL34 based on the structure of
GL34/TPR2–7. In this alignment, the residues
shaded in yellow are conserved between GL12 and
GL34 and these residues are found to mediate
interaction between GL34 and TPR4–7. The resi-
dues indicated with blue stars may determine the
TPR0–7 binding specificity of GL12 and GL34, as
these residues are critical for the GL34/TPR4–7
interaction but are not conserved between GL12
and GL34.
(B) ITC-derived binding affinities between various
fragments of TPR0–7 and GL12.
(C) Mapping of the amino acid residues that are
critical for GL12 binding to TPR0–7. The residues in
red denote mutations that led to disruption of GL12
binding, and those in green indicate substitutions
that did not alter GL12 binding. A tentative GL12
binding surface on LGN TPR motifs, derived from
the above analysis, is indicated with a dashed oval.
(D) A structural model showing the fully auto-
inhibited conformation of LGN TPR0–7 in complex
with GL1–GL4.
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Autoinhibited Conformation of LGNthe incomplete release of the GL motifs from TPR motifs by
Gai,GDP. The data in Figure 6 demonstrate that the intramolec-
ular, GL-motif-mediated binding to the TPR motifs can indeed
inhibit LGN from binding to its targets, such as NuMA, and that
binding of Gai,GDP to the GL motifs would release the autoinhi-
bited conformation of LGN. The data also provide a clear mech-
anistic explanation of receptor-independent target activity regu-
lation by Gai.
DISCUSSION
LGN (Pins) is a key regulator of cell polarity and spindle orienta-
tion during ACD. LGN (Pins) has been shown to serve as a
conformational switch that forms a closed structure through
intramolecular interactions between its TPR motifs and GL
motifs (Du and Macara, 2004; Nipper et al., 2007; Smith and
Prehoda, 2011). The crystal structure of TPR2–7-GL34 solved
in this work provides structural information regarding the molec-
ular mechanism of GL-mediated autoinhibition of LGN. The four
C-terminal GL motifs of LGN form two GL tandems (GL12 and
GL34) to bind to TPR0–3 and TPR4–7, respectively, whereas
no binding was observed between any single GL motif and the
TPR motifs (Figures 1 and 2). These data strongly suggest that
two GL motifs connected in tandem represent the minimal
TPR-motif-binding unit. This conclusion is consistent with anStructure 21, 1007–1017, June 4, 2013earlier finding that GL23 of Pins from
Drosophila is capable of coupling to the
TPR motifs, but that the orphan GL1
cannot (Nipper et al., 2007). The fact that
Pins only contains three GL motifs, and
thus only GL2 and GL3 are involved in
the autoinhibition of its TPR motifs, mayexplain why Pins TPR motifs are only partially inhibited by its
GL motifs (Nipper et al., 2007). The presence of four functional
GL motifs in LGN presumably allows the occupation of the
majority of the eight N-terminal TPR motifs by the two GL
tandems, thus leading to stronger autoinhibition. The different
binding affinities of GL12 and GL34 to the TPR motifs may also
allow a graded regulation of the conformational opening of
LGN by Gai,GDP, given that the affinities of each individual
GL in binding to Gai,GDP are comparable (Jia et al., 2012;
McCudden et al., 2005; Schaefer et al., 2000, 2001).
The autoinhibited conformation of LGN provides a regulatory
switch for the bindings of TPR motifs to their targets, including
NuMA. As expected, the LGN/NuMA interaction is largely
repressed in the absence of Gai$GDP (Figures 6A, 6B, and
6D). However, binding of Gai$GDP to LGN greatly facilitated
binding of NuMA to LGN, likely due to the release of the autoin-
hibition of LGN (Figures 6A, 6B, and 6E). Our structural analysis
provides a clear mechanistic explanation for this regulatory
switch. The GL34/TPR interaction observed in TPR2–7-GL34
structure represents a distinct binding mode for GL motifs
compared to the only other known GL-mediated interaction
observed in GL/Gai$GDP complexes (Jia et al., 2012; Kimple
et al., 2002). Since at least a pair of GL motifs connected in
tandem is required for binding to TPR motifs, we propose that
the autoinhibited conformation observed for LGNmay also occurª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1013
Figure 6. Gai Can Release the Autoinhibited
Conformation of LGN
(A) Analytical gel-filtration elution profiles of the
full-length LGN (red); NuMA (orange); an LGN/
NuMA mixture (molar ratio 1:1, blue); and an LGN/
NuMA/Gai$GDP mixture (molar ratio 1:1:4, black).
The extinction coefficients of LGN, NuMA, and Gai
are 54,165, 22,705, and 39,475.
(B) SDS-PAGE analysis of the protein components
from the eluted peaks of the LGN/NuMA/Gai$GDP
mixture (fraction, 1–3) and the LGN/NuMA mixture
(fraction 5–7) in (A). The fraction volume is 0.5 ml.
(C–E) ITC-based measurements of the binding of
NuMA to LGN TPR0–7 (C) and to full-length LGN
without (D) and with (E) saturating amounts of
Gai$GDP.
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Autoinhibited Conformation of LGNin other multiple-GL-motif-containing proteins, such as AGS3,
PCP2, andGPSM3. In contrast, the GLmotif in proteins that con-
taining a single GL motif (e.g., RGS12 and RGS14) is unlikely to
bind to target proteins other than Gai$GDP.
The regulation of conformation changes of autoinhibited LGN
(also known as G-protein signaling modulator-2) plays essential
roles in the receptor-independent G-protein signaling pathway in
asymmetric cell divisions. In the canonical signaling mode,
extracellular signals can be transduced into cells via GPCR.
Ligand-mediated activation of GPCR catalyzes the exchange
of GDP for GTP in binding to Ga and subsequently results in
the dissociation of Ga,GTP from the Gbg heterodimer, which
in turn act on their respective effectors (Gilman, 1987; Malbon,
2005; Sprang, 1997) (Figure 7A). This ligand-dependent signaling
pathway is attenuated by intrinsic GTPase activity of Ga. Recent
studies have identified several accessory proteins that regulate
the G-protein signaling pathway. For example, each single-GL-
motif-containing protein (RGS12 and RGS14) possesses an
RGS domain that dramatically accelerates the intrinsic GTPase
activity of Ga and thus functions as a GTPase-activating protein
(GAP), and a GLmotif that binds to the GDP-bound form of Ga to
function as a GDI (Kimple et al., 2001; Snow et al., 1998) (Fig-
ure 7A). In addition to the ligand-dependent G-protein signaling
shown in Figure 7A, multiple GL-motif-containing proteins such
as LGN can also conduct ligand-independent G-protein
signaling events (Figure 7B). Binding of multiple Gai$GDP to
LGN not only localizes LGN to the cell cortex but also releases
the autoinhibited conformation of LGN and thereby enables
LGN TPR motifs to bind to its effectors (e.g., NuMA). Thus,1014 Structure 21, 1007–1017, June 4, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedLGN can serve as a molecular link to
tether the cell cortex to themitotic spindle
machinery during asymmetric cell divi-
sion (Figure 7B). Again, multiple and
orphan GL motif-containing proteins are
expected to participate in G-protein
signaling with distinct mechanisms.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Preparation
The mouse Gai3, the full-length LGN, LGN TPR-
motif and GL-motif fragments (Figures 1B, 2A,
and 2B), fusion proteins (Figures 2A and S2) andmutants (Figures 3D and 5B), and the human NuMA C-terminal fragment
(aa 1886–1958) were individually cloned into a modified version of pET32a
vector. All the mutations were created using the standard PCR-based
method and confirmed by DNA sequencing. Recombinant proteins were
expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) host cells at 16C and were purified
using Ni2+-NTA agarose affinity chromatography followed by size-exclusion
chromatography.
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry Assay
ITC measurements were performed on an ITC200 microcalorimeter (MicroCal)
at 25C. All protein samples were in 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 100 mM NaCl, and
1 mM EDTA buffer. The protein concentrations used in the cell and in the
syringe for each experiment are 0.05 and 0.5 mM, respectively. The titrations
were carried out by injecting 10 ml aliquots of the GL-motif fragments into TPR-
motif fragments or fusion proteins at time intervals of 2 min to ensure that the
titration peak returned to the baseline. The titration data were analyzed using
the program Origin7.0 from MicroCal.
Crystallography
Crystals of the TPR2–7-GL34 fusion protein (LGN aa 89–644, in which aa 351–
585 are substituted with a PreScission protease LEVLFQGP cleavage site)
were obtained by the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method at 18C. The crys-
tals were grown in buffer containing 0.2 M NaCl, 0.1 M Bis-Tris (pH 5.5), 25%
Polyethylene Glycol 3350, and another buffer containing 0.2 M Ammonium
Acetate, 0.1 M Bis-Tris (pH 5.5), and 25% Polyethylene Glycol 3350. Crystals
were soaked in crystallization solution containing 20%glycerol for cryoprotec-
tion. Molecular replacement was used to solve the structure. A 2.8 A˚ resolution
X-ray data set was collected at the beamline BL17U1 of the Shanghai Synchro-
tron Radiation Facility. The diffraction data were processed and scaled by
HKL2000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). Phenix.xtriage (Adams et al., 2010)
was used to show that there were pseudotranslational symmetry peaks at
(0.5,0.5,0.111). The TPR4–7 motifs from the TPR4–7/mInsc complex structure
(PDB code 3RO3) were used to generate a unit of ‘‘dimer’’ by applying the
Figure 7. Model Showing G-Protein-
Mediated Regulation of LGN Activation
(A) In the canonical G-protein signaling pathway,
ligand-mediated activation of GPCR catalyzes the
exchange of GDP for GTP in binding to Ga, leading
to the dissociation of Ga,GTP from the Gbg
heterodimer, which triggers their respective signal
effectors. Single-GL-motif-containing proteins
such as RGS12 and RGS14 function as both GAPs
and GDIs, which play essential roles in modulating
G-protein signaling.
(B) In the receptor-independent G-protein sig-
naling pathway involving LGN, binding of Gai$GDP
to LGN not only will recruit LGN to the cell cortex,
but will also help LGN to release its autoinhibited
conformation, thus facilitating formation of the
Gai/LGN/NuMA complex required for proper
alignment of mitotic spindles during asymmetric
cell division.
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Autoinhibited Conformation of LGNpseudotranslational symmetry vector. This unit was used as the search model
in molecular replacement using PHASER (McCoy et al., 2007). Further manual
model building and adjustment were completed using COOT (Emsley et al.,
2010). The model was then refined by the phenix.refinement (Adams et al.,
2010). During the refinement, we changed one protein molecule to its crystal
symmetry mate to get better refinement statistics (Zwart et al., 2008). The
existence of pseudotranslational symmetry in the crystal caused systemati-
cally strong and weak reflections at low resolution, and this resulted in rela-
tively higher R factors (for examples, see Poy et al., 2001; Vajdos et al.,
1997). The final structure was validated by the phenix.model_vs_data valida-
tion tools (Adams et al., 2010). The final refinement statistics are summarized
in Table 1.
The LGN Full-Length Model Building
The structure of the GL12 fragment (‘‘486FFDLLRR492’’ and
‘‘537DEFLDLLASSQSR549’’) was modeled based on the sequence alignment
in Figure 5A and TPR/GL34’s structure using the program COOT (Emsley
et al., 2010). The side chains of residues F486, R491, and R549 were not
modeled, as the corresponding residues in GL34 are not directly involved
in binding with TPR motifs. The GL12 model was docked onto the TPR1–5
fragment from the TPR0–7 model structure (PDB ID 3RO2) using Hex Protein
Docking Webserver (http://hexserver.loria.fr). Among the top 100 results, the
best docking result is consistent with our biochemical data. The LGN TPR0–
7-GL12-GL34 model was then modeled by superimposing the TPR2–7-GL34
structure, the modeled GL12/TPR1–5 structure, and the TPR0–7 structure
(PDB ID 3RO2).
Fluorescence Polarization Assay
Fluorescence assays were performed on a PerkinElmer LS-55 fluorimeter
equipped with an automated polarizer at 25C. Commercial synthesized pep-
tides were labeled with fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate (Invitrogen, MolecularStructure 21, 10Probe) at N-termini. In a typical assay, the FITC-labeled peptide (1 mM)
was titrated with binding partners in a 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0) buffer containing
100 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, and 1 mM EDTA. The Kd values were ob-
tained by fitting the titration curves with the classical one-site binding model.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The atomic coordinates of LGN TPR2–7-GL34 have been deposited in the
Protein Data Bank under the accession code 4JHR.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes three figures and can be found with this
article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.str.2013.04.005.
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